1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The interaction of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) with DNA is central to a variety of promising applications. In the field of nanotechnology, SWNT:DNA complexes are being used to construct nanoscale devices or nanosized building blocks with potential uses in the development of nanosize switches and nanoscale wiring.^[@ref1]−[@ref3]^ In the realm of biotechnology, modulating the DNA:SWNT interaction can lead to applications such as SWNT purification, DNA recognition, and ultrafast DNA sequencing.^[@ref4]−[@ref8]^ DNA:SWNT complexes also play an important role in cancer therapy and drug delivery.^[@ref9]^ Because the DNA structure influences the physical properties of the devices used in these applications (such as their electrical, spectroscopic, or thermal properties) and because DNA is known to change its local or global structure upon binding to macromolecules, it is important to assess how SWNT adsorption modulates the conformational details of DNA. For example, the interplay between the A and B forms of DNA^[@ref10]^ plays roles in several biological processes (the transition from the B-DNA double helix to the A-form is essential for biological function, as DNA is in the A-form in many protein--DNA complexes). Specifically, B-DNA describes an ensemble of conformers which prevail for free DNA under physiological conditions,^[@ref11]^ while A-form DNA has been found complexed with various ligands and proteins and is commonly seen in synthetic DNA complexes or partially dehydrated DNA complexes.^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ Elucidation of the details involving secondary structure behavior in different environments is particularly important when discussing DNA rigidity and the tendency to bend in a sequence-specific manner.^[@ref14]^

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been able to accurately describe how both single-stranded DNA (ss-DNA) and double-stranded DNA (ds-DNA) interacts with nanotube-like objects. In the case of ss-DNA, Goa et al.^[@ref15]^ show in a set of atomistic simulations that the ss-DNA adsorbs quickly to the surface of the SWNT or inserts into the interior of a SWNT depending on the size of the tube. These "binding" modes have also been verified experimentally.^[@ref16]^ In the case of double-stranded DNA (ds-DNA), simulations show that ds-DNA can also enter the interior of SWNTs in stable conformations^[@ref17]^ or can bind a SWNT in the major groove of the DNA helix. Electronic structure calculations of ds-DNA with a SWNT placed in the major groove were used to predict a stable binding conformation.^[@ref7]^ In a study by Zhoa and Johnson,^[@ref18]^ ds-DNA was simulated by MD and shown to adsorb to the surface of SWNTs in various conformations depending on the charge of the nanotube; these direct simulations of the binding event occurred on a time scale on the order of nanoseconds. In the case of an uncharged SWNT, the adsorbed ds-DNA was found to adopt a hybrid A/B secondary structure form in which certain features of A-form DNA could be seen but B-form elements remained as well. In contrast, a positively or negatively charged SWNT:DNA complex favored the B-form in a Dickerson--Drew dodecamer (sequence d\[CGCGAATTCGCG\]~2~). While this study is one of the few studies published on ds-DNA secondary structure in the presence of SWNTs, it leaves several questions unanswered regarding the range of B-to-A forms when SWNTs are present particularly since the time scale of the simulations was short relative to the typical DNA structural relaxation times.

The dynamics of the B-to-A transition is subject to different interpretations.^[@ref19]^ According to molecular dynamics simulations, the transition from one state in the external conditions conducive to the other state is expected to occur over several nanoseconds. The B-to-A transition in stopped flow experiments on the other hand is complete over times with an upper bound of 0.2 ms. When the reaction was followed with an electric field jump technique (which induced the transition by a driving force involving dipole stretching from A to B), a cooperative transition on the time scale of 10 μs was observed.

Altogether, the experimental data suggest the existence of an activation barrier for the B-to-A transition, with clearly separated helical states. In contrast, the molecular dynamics simulations point to a view in which, rather than well-separated states, the A-DNA and B-DNA descriptors delimit a continuum whose equilibrium populations are modulated by a smooth free energy profile between two intermediates. This profile is further modulated by relatively small variations in external conditions (although, interestingly, under the salt conditions used for the experimental studies of the B-to-A transition, the relaxation times were almost independent of the ionic strength). For example, Ho et al.^[@ref20]^ used X-ray crystallography to characterize the trapped DNA hexamer GGCGCC in various states straddling A- and B-form DNA. These can be induced not only by chemical modifications of cytosine but also by crystal packing.^[@ref21]^ Because of the fine role of DNA structure in modulating binding affinities, it is important to ask what are the effects of carbon nanotubes in the transition between A and B forms, and how we may further exploit that role for further use.

It is of value to assess precisely the details of the B--A equilibrium and interconversion since nanotechonology applications are likely to depend on the intimate details of DNA fine structure, such as base stacking, major--minor groove access, or sugar--phosphate backbone structure. They are relevant because the DNA--nanotube interaction modulates the applications through the details that the chemical and electrical properties of DNA:SWNT complexes offer to nanoscale devices, along with the ability to manipulate the DNA sequence. The A-form DNA double helix is wider and shorter than the B-form helix. Its base pairs are tilted relative to the helical axis in the A form, while they are perpendicular to the helix axis in B-DNA. Moreover, the stacking of bases in A-DNA is substantially different than in B-DNA, and the major groove of A-DNA is narrower and deeper (see Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These structural differences will modulate the physicochemical properties of interest. Moreover, a particular question is also whether the base sequence has any effect on the transition between B and A forms.

![Ideal B- and A-form DNA shown from the top and side, with the outline of the SWNT position during simulations. Note the widening of the interhelical distance and major groove upon converting from B to A form. Double arrows indicate interconversion in a smooth continuous fashion as a response to environmental changes.](jp-2014-081274_0008){#fig1}

Here, we compute the free energy profile along an order parameter based on root-mean-square-distance (RMSD) differences, a coordinate that spans the B-to-A transition in two poly-AT or poly-GC dodecamers using umbrella sampling MD simulations^[@ref22]^ and the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM)^[@ref23]^ in the presence of an uncharged 10,0 SWNT.

For free ds-DNA, the B-to-A transition has been studied in terms of free energy considerations using umbrella sampling and the weighted histogram analysis method.^[@ref10],[@ref24]^ Our study herein addresses the B-to-A transition of DNA in the presence of a bound SWNT in atomistic detail, providing insight into the DNA:SWNT binding mode and the degree of the conformational change that the nanotube adsorption induces. We report a quantitative estimate of the energy involved in the B-to-A transition. Such calculations are important, for example, in the context of recent work concerning optical spectroscopy,^[@ref25],[@ref26]^ in which geometric and energetic estimates of DNA adsorption were used to calculate band gap fluorescence and provide details for SWNT:DNA based experimental assays, in both liquid blood and dense tissues.

2. Computational Methods {#sec2}
========================

Four systems, namely, A- and B-form poly-GC and poly-AT DNA molecules, were generated using the Nucleic Acid Builder (NAB) software package,^[@ref27]^ and the SWNT was generated using TubeGen 3.3.^[@ref3],[@ref28]^ The systems were solvated via visual molecular dynamics (VMD),^[@ref29]^ with 22 Na^+^ ions and TIP3P^[@ref30]^ water to neutralize charge and represent solvent explicitly with cubic water boxes 80 Å on each side generated within the MMTSB modeling package^[@ref31]^ using the CHARMM29 force field.^[@ref32],[@ref33]^ Short-range electrostatics were truncated at 12 Å with a switching function beginning at 10 Å, while long-range electrostatics were calculated with the particle mesh Ewald method^[@ref34]^ with a grid spacing of 1.0 Å and a sixth-order B-spline used for interpolation. A 2 fs time step was employed with the SHAKE^[@ref35]^ algorithm as implemented in CHARMM to constrain bonds to hydrogens. The SWNT was placed initially in the same configuration relative to the DNA as that calculated in the study by Lu et al.^[@ref7]^ (shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), who used a self-consistent charge density-functional-based tight-binding method (SCC-DFTB)^[@ref36]^ to determine energetics, relative stability, and electronic properties of the complexed system.

![Absorbed SWNT on ds-DNA shown from side and front view, in the A and B form. The DNA binds the SWNT in the major groove; conformation used from calculations in ref ([@ref7]).](jp-2014-081274_0001){#fig2}

Each system was minimized and then heated using Langevin dynamics and equilibrated for 2 ns, with harmonic constraints placed on heavy atoms for initial heating and released when the systems completed the equilibration phase. Harmonic constraints were then placed on all carbon atoms of the SWNT to hold them in their equilibrated positions, while another harmonic constraint held the distance between the DNA center of mass and the SWNT center of mass stable. We adopted the ΔRMSD metric as our order parameter similar to work done previously by Banavali and Roux,^[@ref24]^ wherein the metric was used to study the energetics of B- to A-form DNA transitions. ΔRMSD is defined as the difference between the RMSDs of an instantaneous structure relative to two reference structures (the B and the A forms) (see below). This metric is advantageous as a reaction coordinate for smooth transitions because it neither forces the system along one particular reaction pathway nor biases it toward one reference in particular, but still retains the convenience of a single-order parameter around which one can constrain with simple harmonic potentials. In other words, the reaction coordinate structures are allowed to move around in sample space away from the two end structures, as long as the difference between RMSD (relative to the end points) is harmonically restrained in successive *i*-labeled umbrella potentials according to the restraint potential energywhere *k*^*i*^ is the harmonic force constant of the *i*th restraint andwith *r⃗* being the 3*N*-dimensional configurational vector of the *N* atoms in the system, and RMSD~B~ = ∥*r⃗* -- *r⃗*~B~∥ and RMSD~A~ = ∥*r⃗* -- *r⃗*~A~∥ where ∥···∥ denotes the 2-norm of the difference of the Cartesian coordinates of an instantaneous configuration *r⃗* with respect to idealized A- or B-form Cartesian coordinates. In this way we apply a restraining force involving both A and B forms as reference structures, using *k*^*i*^ as the force constant and Δρ~min~^*i*^ as the minimum around which we constrain the reaction coordinate in the *i*-th simulation window. The reaction coordinate Δρ is chosen such that it is a (positive) maximum if the system is in an A-like conformation, whereas Δρ is a minimum (negative) when the system is in a B-like conformation (although degenerate extrema in Δρ exist for non-A or -B forms, according to the geometry of the underlying multidimensional hyperboloids involved in the definition of the order parameter). Employing our constraint, Δρ was restrained from −5 to 5 Å with windows of 0.4 Å spacing. Each umbrella sampling window was equilibrated for 1 ns, and each window was initiated from the final coordinates of the previous window to minimize the value of the energy penalty due to our constraint from window to window. ΔRMSD for each window was binned as a histogram, and sufficient overlap between neighboring windows was accumulated as needed to achieve convergence of the PMF, which was calculated using the WHAM method.^[@ref23],[@ref37]^ The autocorrelation function (ACF) of our reaction coordinate Δρ across simulation time *t*, *C*(*t*) = ⟨Δρ(0)·Δρ(*t*)⟩ was fitted to a single exponential *e*^--*t*/τ^. The decay time τ was found to be within a tenth of our simulation time, ensuring convergence of the metric and allowing for bootstrap error analysis within the WHAM implementation.^[@ref23],[@ref37]^ Although necessary but not sufficient conditions for accuracy, error margins were found to be small enough to be considered negligible (data not shown). Furthermore, once the PMF was calculated, additional windows were run at regular intervals and intercalated between each previously run window (bringing total window separation to 2 Å), with little change observed in overall PMF curves, suggesting convergence of the calculation.

3. Potential of Mean Force {#sec3}
==========================

The free energy profile *F*(Δρ) = −*k*~B~*T* ln⟨*P*(Δρ)⟩ is the potential of mean force^[@ref38]^ with respect to the RMSD difference reaction coordinate Δρ. Its negative gradient is the average force it takes to hold the system at a given value of Δρ. In our case, repeatedly restraining along the RMSD difference along predefined points with umbrella potentials and using the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM), we calculated *F*(Δρ) along the B-to-A DNA transition. Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} report the resulting curves for the potential of mean force (in kcal/mol) generated for poly-AT and poly-GC DNA dodecamers with or without the presence of a SWNT fitted into the major groove plotted against Δρ = RMSD~B~ -- RMSD~A~ in Å. As discussed above, a negative Δρ represents a large B character with little A character (or at least proximity in the RMSD difference), whereas a positive Δρ represents substantial A and little B character. Systems without the nanotube present generated force profiles with features similar to those generated by Banavali and Roux,^[@ref24]^ which are in accord with experimental results concerning the B-to-A transition. PMF curves generated with SWNT favor the B form by as much as ∼10 kcal/mol. This is significant at room temperature *k*~B~*T* ≃ 0.6 kcal/mol, indicating that the duplexes have ∼2 Å of the well minimum available for fluctuations, a fact that is in good agreement with molecular simulation about RMSD fluctuation even at relatively short time scales.^[@ref14]^ The presence of the SWNT shifts the PMF minima in the negative ΔRMSD direction, indicating that more B-like fluctuations are likely available to both the poly-GC and the poly-AT dodecamers. Furthermore, Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that near AT-rich sequences this effect is felt in relative well height additionally, indicating that the fluctuations are even more B-like around AT-rich sequences. Additionally, we note the asymmetric nature of the free energy wells with respect to the midpoint between A and B forms, indicating that there is an anharmonic stiffness in response to the SWNT presence for both poly-GC and poly-AT sequences. For DNA without nanotubes present, this feature is in accord with previous simulations.^[@ref24]^ In the presence of the nanotubes, our results show that this asymmetry is further strengthened (cf. Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Potential of mean force curves generated for poly-GC DNA dodecamer with or without the presence of SWNT fitted into the major groove, plotted against the B-to-A transition gauged via ΔRMSD = RMSD~B~ -- RMSD~A~. A negative ΔRMSD represents large B character and little A character, whereas a positive ΔRMSD represents large A character and little B character. The free energy of binding to the SWNT is not included. The well in the bound state near B-like structures is more favored; i.e., along the same curve, B-like forms are favored, as in the case of free DNA.](jp-2014-081274_0002){#fig3}

![Potential of mean force curves generated for poly-TA DNA dodecamer with or without the presence of SWNT fitted into the major groove, plotted against the B-to-A transition. Systems with nanotubes present generated force profiles similar to those without SWNT but favor the B form by as much as 10 kcal/mol, with the poly-AT sequence being affected the most.](jp-2014-081274_0003){#fig4}

We also report the individual RMSD measures with respect to the starting structure and both target structures along the sampled pathways in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} in order to describe the evolution of the individual RMSD components RMSD~A~ and RMSD~B~ throughout the simulation windows along the pathways. In Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} we show the pathway overlaid over the (hyperbolic) cuts through the multidimensional hyperboloids which are the geometrical loci of constant RMSD difference (i.e., Δρ) values. These plots show that the presence of the nanotube alters the free energy pathways connecting the A and B forms relative to the pathways in the absence of the nanotube.

![Averages of RMSD with respect to A and B structures for each window plotted against the position of the ΔRMSD constraint (b) with SWNT present and (a) with no SWNT present. A negative ΔRMSD represents large B character and little A character, whereas a positive ΔRMSD represents large A character and little B character. (a) Shows a smooth transition to A form without SWNT present, whereas (b) shows the difficulty that DNA has in adopting the A form despite the constraint being applied.](jp-2014-081274_0004){#fig5}

![Average values of RMSD~A~ and RMSD~B~ for each window plotted against a contour plot of the hyperbolic constraint used for umbrella windows. The distance from each data point to the point (−3,0) represents RMSD~A~, and RMSD~B~ is represented by the distance to point (3,0). Several examples of the constraint windows are shown, representing 5 of the 100 windows used to bias sampling along the reaction coordinate ΔRMSD, which is plotted along the abscisa. Each of the hyperbolas plotted here represents the geometric locus of a constant difference between RMSDs relative to ideal A and B forms (which are the two foci of the hyperbolas), with the difference between A and B forms representing the distance between the foci (6 Å).](jp-2014-081274_0005){#fig6}

4. Concluding Discussion {#sec4}
========================

The results for the free energy profiles show a propensity for DNA to be in the B form in standard MD solvent with neutralizing ionic conditions and no SWNT structures present, which is consistent with both experiment and previous MD results. A physical instantiation of DNA:SWNT complexes with our particular geometry is relevant for assays showing DNA:SWNT adsorption without specific geometry elucidation (see ref ([@ref39])). The geometry used herein has been shown to be a steady configuration when modeled using electronic structure calculations^[@ref7]^ and generated discussions in reference to several important biotechnology applications and nanodevices.^[@ref40]^ Our results suggest that the presence of the nanotube will influence the proximal DNA to be in B form, with some specificity between AT tracts and GC tracts. While the difference between poly-GC and poly-AT dodecamer energetics is only ∼10 kcal/mol, our evidence suggests that some difference in structure alone, perhaps rigidity or steric hindrances, makes for a substantial energy difference for A-to-B form transitions in a sequence-dependent way. While it may be tempting to attribute these sequence-dependent effects to specific attributes of A/T- or G/C-rich DNA, one must remember that the force fields employed herein are highly parametrized, and one should therefore only refer to simulated results which are experimentally corroborated. While these results suggest that experimentally mimicking this setup would result in observable sequence dependence, they do not allow the presumption of which fine-tuned details of sequence dependence would result in specific B-form stabilization. In fact, experimental validation of the free energy profiles calculated herein can be achieved with single-molecule correlates of free energy^[@ref41]^ obtained from repeated pulling experiments of the DNA--SWNT complex that can relate thermodynamics to the resulting force--extension profiles. Further applications can be envisioned to explore the unique properties of the SWNT--DNA interaction, which may lead to advances in fast gene sequencing techniques.^[@ref42]^

The asymmetry of the free energy profiles we present in Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} are pertinent in the framework set by the recent results of Mazur.^[@ref43]^ That study reported an *asymmetric* response of DNA to local twist in simulation. While, as discussed above, this anharmonicity exists for naked DNA, it is further enhanced by the presence of the nanotube. With SWNT adsorbed, the DNA somewhat unwinds its double helix against the helical "grain" from the A form (which is shorter and wider) to the B form (more elongated and narrower). Such an asymmetry in the twisting of DNA is in agreement with the calculations of the anharmonic torsional stiffness of DNA under small external torques observed by Mazur.^[@ref43]^ Our free energy profiles also show that for the same span or ΔRMSD going from B to A, there is significantly larger resilience of SWNT-adsorbed DNA with AT sequence relative to that of the GC, by ∼10 kcal/mol for the former relative to the latter form (cf. Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Keeping in mind that the nanotube is largely hydrophobic, this also recapitulates results for decreasing levels of DNA hydration. According to that study,^[@ref43]^ while the dynamics of the B-to-A transition in dodecameric poly(dA)--poly(dT) is smooth and easy to achieve upon decreasing water content in the simulations, for poly(dG)--poly(dC), which are also known from experiment to exhibit contrasting properties, the B--A transition of the dodecamer fragment could not be obtained even though the A-DNA form is known to be stable in low hydration conditions. In biophysical terms, a major contribution to the forces present in the DNA--SWNT interaction involves the attraction of the hydrophobic surface of the SWNT to the hydrophobic moieties of the bases. In the case of the uncharged SWNT simulated here, it is difficult to estimate the major influence this force imparts on the DNA on the scale of long sequences. The overall role of water is clearly another relevant aspect of the current discussion, but without an exact experimental corroboration with the simulated system setup it may be very difficult to fully characterize that role with simulation alone. Further investigation should be made to attempt to fully characterize the role of hydration and ionic effects in DNA:SWNT complexes and DNA in different electronic environments.

Our results suggest, however, that these effects manifest at least in part as a propensity to favor B DNA locally, particularly near AT-rich sequences. While a further study regarding a larger number of sequences would be interesting, it would require an unfeasibly large number of sequence permutations compared to our limited two-sequence study. A complicating aspect is also that for mixed sequences it may not be clear what the sequence effect will be, as flanking steps are numerous (e.g., CG:CG vs CG:GC vs CG:AT etc.). Sequence permutation provides an interesting search space, however, and perhaps this initial work will inspire further experimental and theoretical study in the future. Furthermore, interpretation of specific effects of sequence change would likely require very subtle experimental backing for validation. For example, the specific effects of heterogeneous sequences on backbone rigidity were recently shown---by MD simulation and *S*^2^ NMR order parameter measurements---to have a significant role in DNA dynamics,^[@ref14]^ a conclusion which is likely at play in explaining sequence dependence. More details regarding individual contributions of backbone rigidity versus base coupling energies may also be explored by repeating these calculations using ds-RNA as opposed to ds-DNA, which favors A conformations generally.

Furthermore, our PMF curves are in agreement with published results regarding sequence dependence, specifically in their ability to reproduce the slight bend seen around adenine-thymine tracts in solution.^[@ref44],[@ref45]^ It has been shown that AT heavy sequences (such as the ones studied herein) show slight bends toward the A conformation. Moreover, the energies involved match well with those computed theoretically from such bending, with values ∼5 kcal/mol.^[@ref45],[@ref46]^ As mentioned, while the sequences investigated herein are rather limited, further work should be carried out in both experiment and simulation to further characterize the more subtle effects of sequence-dependent DNA stiffness in different electronic environments. Furthermore, it would be important to determine if sequence-specific stabilization is dependent on a simple base composition ratio or if specifically designed sequences could be stabilized by nanotube presence.

Taken together, all these data suggest that DNA has the inherent ability to resist twisting and stacking rearrangements simply by virtue of short *sequence*-mediated local conformational changes. Remarkably, the presence on carbon nanotubes of the type simulated here accentuate this modulation, suggesting that their presence can modulate B-to-A conformational changes in a cellular context, for example, when proteins bind DNA. Further conformational studies of SWNT binding of longer DNA duplexes of more diverse sequences may aid in revealing further details of conformational properties and local reorganization in DNA--carbon nanotube systems.
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